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ABSTRACT

Under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), nationally developed underground research laboratories (URLs) and associated research institutions are being offered for use by other nations. These facilities form an Underground Research Facilities (URF) Network for training in and demonstration of waste disposal technologies and the sharing of knowledge and experience related to geologic repository development, research, and engineering. In order to achieve its objectives, the URF Network regularly sponsors workshops and training events related to the knowledge base that is transferable between existing URL programs and to nations with an interest in developing a new URL. Toward that end, a three-day workshop was held in Albuquerque, New Mexico in October 2014 to identify and compare the understanding of URF Network members on the place and role of generic and site-specific URLs in the overall, iterative geological disposal development process, including repository siting, design, and post-closure safety assessment. Attention was also given to the need for URLs in salt host rock, since there is currently no such facility in operation in the world. This paper describes some of the outcomes of the workshop in the context of the general timeline for repository development and the evolving role of research, development, and demonstration (RD&D) activities in URLs. Of particular interest is the relationship between technology maturity, as measured by technology readiness level (TRL), and the stages or milestones in the repository development timeline. The long history of RD&D in worldwide URLs (> 40 years) can be argued to be the primary reason that nuclear waste disposal systems are currently at a high level of maturity. One of the key recommendations from the workshop was that an international, easily accessible knowledge base should soon be established to avoid the loss of important experiences and information obtained from existing and closed URLs. It was also recognized that a new generic URL in salt host rock would provide a number of benefits, but one should not be initiated until a national program specifically decides to site its repository in salt.

INTRODUCTION

Under the sponsorship of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the Underground Research Facility (URF) Network was formally initiated in 2001 to address the needs of all IAEA Member States involved in the development of civilian nuclear technologies. It is specifically intended to share between Network members an understanding of the requirements (safety, security and safeguards) and methodologies (technologies) for radioactive waste disposal, with particular emphasis on the underground
disposal of high-level waste and spent fuel declared as waste. The URF Network goal is to encourage the development of safe, sustainable and effective geological disposal programs around the world through demonstrations of technology, improved training, enhanced communications, and sharing of knowledge between participating organizations. Specific objectives are (1) to encourage the preservation, sharing and transfer of knowledge and technologies, (2) to work on solutions for Member States currently without URFs, (3) to supplement national efforts and promote public confidence in waste disposal schemes, and (4) to contribute to the resolution of key technical issues.

In order to achieve its goal and objectives, the URF Network relies on the active involvement of all participants and, significantly, on resource contributions from all Network partners that own or manage underground and other research Facilities that have agreed to host training and demonstration activities. In October 2014, a three-day workshop was held in Albuquerque, New Mexico to identify and compare the understanding of URF Network members on the place and role of a generic or site-specific underground research laboratory (URL) in the overall, iterative geological disposal development process, including repository siting, design, and post-closure safety assessment. Attention was also given to the need for URLs in salt host rock, since there is currently no such facility in operation in the world. The primary goals or proposed “outcomes” of the workshop were presented to the participants as follows:

- Develop a better understanding of the role of URLs to support the phased development of the safety case for a geological disposal facility for HLW/SNF.
- Develop a better understanding of the link between research and development (R&D) conducted in URLs and the overall science and technology programme.
- Develop a better understanding of how existing and new information from closed and operating generic and site-specific URLs can support program R&D needs.
- Gain a better understanding of how to develop a plan for incorporating a URL and/or URL studies into a disposal program.
- Gain a better understanding of the role a generic salt URL would play in international disposal programmes and its potential benefits.

To achieve these overall goals, presentations and workshop discussions first reviewed the role of the safety case as a management and communication framework for integrating siting, design and safety assessment. The workshop then proceeded through a succession of existing URL case studies (see TABLE I) from various national programs in different phases of development to elicit the potential scientific and engineering contributions from generic URLs in different host formations, as well as from site-specific URLs (in more advanced repository programs that have already chosen a repository site). These case studies included the role of URLs in advancing the technical knowledge base, in validating conceptual and numerical models of repository behavior, and in building confidence with stakeholders. Given also the associated cost, design and operational considerations for a URL, group discussions further addressed the place and role of a generic or site-specific URL compared to other types of research, development, and demonstration (RD&D) activities, as well as their prioritization. Finally, these considerations were revisited for the specific case of a URL sited in a salt host rock, to elicit the need and urgency, if any, to establish such a facility, as there is currently not one in operation around the world. The major product of the three-day workshop is expected to be an IAEA report that can be used as a basis for training on how to effectively use URLs to support a geological disposal program.

**BACKGROUND**

URLs are underground research facilities wherein characterization, testing, and demonstration activities can be carried out in realistic geologic environments. There are two main types of URLs, generic and site-specific [1, 2]. Generic URLs are facilities that are located at sites that will not be used for waste disposal,
but can provide relevant information and support a broad range of R&D activities to recommend disposal elsewhere in a similar geologic environment. They are used to investigate processes and to develop, test, and demonstrate expertise, methods and technologies needed to site, construct, operate, and close a safe repository. They may also provide opportunities for training of technical staff, as well as for stakeholder engagements relevant to enhancing the general understanding of, and improving confidence in, the viability of geologic disposal. Site-specific URLs have a role similar to that of generic URLs but are located at sites where there is potential for future waste disposal and have the important additional function of providing site-specific characterization data needed for repository design, construction, safety assessment, and confirmation that the site is suitable. Arguably, the applicability or transferability of data and experiences from either a generic or site-specific URL to the safety case for the final disposal facility may require a similar justification. For example, some features, events, and processes (FEPs) may not be strongly dependent on variability in host rock properties, while others may be greatly influence by local heterogeneities. Thus, depending on the potential influence of each FEP on safety confidence, the transfer of data and knowledge from either a generic or site-specific URL must be correspondingly justified [3].

TABLE I. Presentations give at the IAEA URF Network workshop on “Need for and use of generic and site-specific underground research laboratories to support siting, design, and safety assessment developments.” (Workshop presentations may be accessed at: http://connect.iaea.org/sites/connect-members/URF/2014-URF-Use_SandiaVenue/default.aspx)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presentation Title</th>
<th>Presenter</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introductions, Workshop Objectives, Structure, and Approach</td>
<td>Mr. Robert MacKinnon</td>
<td>SNL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overview of International URLs</td>
<td>Mr. Stefan Mayer</td>
<td>IAEA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of URLs in Support of the Safety Case</td>
<td>Mr. S. David Sevougian</td>
<td>SNL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance of URLs in Safety Assessment with Focus on Licensing Processes in Canada</td>
<td>Ms. Karina Lange</td>
<td>CNSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overview of the U.S. DOE’s International Collaborations in Disposal R&amp;D</td>
<td>Mr. Peter Swift</td>
<td>SNL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Study: The Grimsel Test Site</td>
<td>Mr. Stratis Vomvoris</td>
<td>NAGRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Study: The Mont Terri Rock Laboratory</td>
<td>Mr. Paul Bossart</td>
<td>swisstopo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Studies: Currently Operating Generic URLs in Crystalline and Sedimentary Host Rocks (Mizunami and Horonobe)</td>
<td>Mr. Naotaka Shigeta</td>
<td>JAEA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Study: ONKALO Underground Rock Characterization Facility</td>
<td>Mr. Kimmo Kemppainen</td>
<td>Posiva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension of the KURT and its Role for the Geological Disposal Programme in Korea</td>
<td>Mr. Geon Young Kim</td>
<td>KAERI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL Cost and Design Considerations</td>
<td>Mr. Ernest Hardin</td>
<td>SNL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lessons Learned from Canada’s Underground Research Laboratory</td>
<td>Mr. Paul Thompson</td>
<td>AECL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary Plans for In-DEBS Experiment in KURT</td>
<td>Ms. InYoung Kim</td>
<td>KAERI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plans for a URF to Support Czech Republic’s National Disposal Program</td>
<td>Mr. Lukas Vondrovic</td>
<td>SURAO (RAWRA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Underground Laboratory in the Context of Salt Disposal RD&amp;D</td>
<td>Mr. Frank Hansen</td>
<td>SNL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSDE Thermal Test: Post-test Evaluation of Instrumentation and Considerations for Future Test</td>
<td>Mr. Gerald-Hans Nieder-Westermann</td>
<td>DBE-TEC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results from the Preliminary Safety Analysis of Gorleben</td>
<td>Mr. Klaus Wieczorek</td>
<td>GRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of RD&amp;D, Design &amp; Site Characterization in Salt Host Rock</td>
<td>Mr. Kris Kuhlman</td>
<td>SNL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over the last 40 years numerous underground research laboratories (URLs) (see Fig. 1) have played a significant role in the development of methods, technologies, and technical bases necessary for safely isolating nuclear wastes in deep geologic repositories for extended periods of time. This knowledge base supports and facilitates all of the major elements of a phased repository development program and associated safety case, including site selection and site characterization, repository design, safety

---

1 Access to this resource requires permissions for the IAEA Nucleus site and access to one of the networks on the CONNECT platform.
assessment, licensing, construction, operation, and closure (Fig. 2). URLs have also played a key role in supporting less technical, but equally important, elements of a safety case, such as stakeholder interactions, public confidence, international collaboration, and training. Based on the workshop proceedings, it may be concluded that URLs are the primary reason why nuclear waste disposal in deep geologic repositories is a concept based on a suite of relatively mature technologies—despite the fact that no HLW/SNF geologic disposal facility has yet been constructed. It may also be concluded that the importance of URLs to repository development and the associated safety case should not be underestimated, as discussed below.

![Fig. 1. Worldwide URL Summary – Timelines [4].](image)

**GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM AND THE ROLE OF URLS**

Geologic repository programs take place over a period of decades (often with a planned timeline of over a century from initiation to final closure) and, as a result, they must be adaptive and flexible, since the route to success will be influenced not only by technical advances, but also by dynamic societal and political challenges. Figure 2 presents a coarse timeline for a repository program that is divided into three typical phases: Concept Evaluation, Site Selection, and Repository Development. Representative steps/milestones in each of these phases are also illustrated; however, it should be emphasized that both these steps and the phases themselves are not necessarily discrete but often overlap, as indicated in the figure. While typical of most repository programs, the exact phases and steps shown in Fig. 2 can differ from country to country. The purpose here is to provide a framework for discussing the evolving role of URLs in typical phases of a repository development process.

Also shown in Fig. 2 is a representation of the two major types of RD&D that generally take place as the development program progresses: generic RD&D at the beginning, transitioning to site-specific RD&D. Consistent with the definitions of generic and site-specific URLs given above, generic RD&D refers to science and engineering investigations that are intended to have broad applicability and have the goal of providing information and understanding to make informed assessments of alternative technologies and concepts as a program progresses. By definition, site-specific RD&D is focused on a specific location and, in this particular context, is focused on a site that is being evaluated in the Site Selection phase or a
site being characterized in the Repository Development phase. Concurrent with all the repository phases indicated in Fig. 2 are the three primary processes that support and inform RD&D prioritization: site characterization, repository design, and safety evaluation. These three processes form an iterative framework (not strictly linear, as implied in Fig. 2) that guides the RD&D program from phase to phase.

**Concept Evaluation**

In the Concept Evaluation phase most of the work is generic in nature and is conducted to further the understanding of disposal concepts and associated FEPs, and to develop, evaluate and demonstrate technologies and methods. The preliminary RD&D conducted during this phase lays the groundwork for making informed decisions and assessments of alternative technologies and concepts that will be required as the development program progresses into the Site Selection and Repository Development phases. RD&D during the Concept Evaluation phase also supports stakeholder interactions during the Site Selection phase and helps build confidence in the safety of potential disposal concepts and technologies.

During the Concept Evaluation phase, several types of media and host rocks may be under consideration as viable alternatives for the final deep geologic repository. To support general conceptual developments and fundamental understanding of relevant FEPs, generic URLs may be constructed in each of these media. For example, in the Japanese repository program, generic URLs have been constructed and currently have an active RD&D program in both crystalline rock (Mizunami) and sedimentary (mudstone) rock (Horonobe) [5]. These two “purpose-built” URLs serve several purposes [5], including (1) confirming the applicability of disposal technologies, site investigation methods, and safety assessment methods, (2) developing a deeper understanding of each host rock disposal environment, (3) providing training to staff, and (4) promoting the public’s understanding of deep underground disposal.

Other disposal concepts, besides mined repositories, may be under consideration during the Concept Evaluation phase. An example comes from the US program, which is considering deep borehole disposal in crystalline basement rock. For this concept the equivalent *in situ* demonstration project is not a mined URL but, rather, a deep “field test” borehole [6]. Many typical URL objectives may be addressed by this
deep borehole field test, such as site-characterization, assessment and demonstration of constructability, and demonstration of operational feasibility, in principle (i.e., without actual radioactive waste). Others, such as conducting a progressive RD&D program, as is commonly accomplished over a period of decades in a URL, may not be possible during such a deep borehole test.

**Role of URLs during Concept Evaluation**

During the Concept Evaluation phase and early part of the Site Selection phase, any URL would be classified as generic. Because generic URLs are expensive undertakings, many nations cannot afford, or would not choose, to fund a URL for the purpose of supporting early-phase disposal program activities such as siting, design, and safety assessment. Moreover, a program may not need to develop its own generic URL because of the abundance of information available from existing URLs in other nations. In fact, all URLs, whether considered to be generic or site-specific by the particular repository program that operates them, can be considered to be generic URLs from the perspective of other nations. The results obtained therein are useful to the extent that they can be transferred to the generic safety case for a nation’s specific geologic disposal concept. Thus, a careful assessment of the extensive, existing URL knowledge base should first be conducted before a nation decides whether to construct its own generic URL. Even if there appear to be knowledge gaps, it may be considerably more cost effective for countries to collaborate on future specific studies in existing URLs to meet their information needs.

On the other hand, workshop discussions did also emphasize that a nation’s own generic URL can offer benefits that are not directly available from collaboration with international URLs, including a number of key technical, economic, societal, and political benefits. Examples include (1) developing the national, technical expertise and capability to implement a geologic repository and (2) developing a vehicle to facilitate stakeholder interactions and open public participation in the repository development process.

Generic URLs have played important roles in the evaluation and demonstration of design concepts, investigation of features, events, and processes (FEPs), and measurement of large-scale coupled processes for the purpose of developing and validating models. An example for all three of these roles is the full-scale engineered barriers (EB) heater test conducted at Mont Terri for investigating the behavior of a bentonite buffer and clay host rock during the heating phase that follows waste emplacement [7]. This test includes large-scale heat and mass transfer processes, thermal alteration and drying of the buffer and host rock, evolution of pore-water pressures in the near field, and resaturation processes in the buffer and near-field host rock. Another example is the Long-Term Diffusion (LTD) Experiment at the Grimsel Test Site (GTS) located in a sparsely fractured granite host rock [8]. This experiment has the goal of quantifying in situ matrix diffusion processes in sparsely fractured granite host rock over long-time scales. Although some aspects of these, and similar, tests in clay and granite may be site-specific, the dominant processes should be representative, respectively, of those that occur in similar clay and fractured granite host rocks. Data from such tests can be used to quantify FEPs, evaluate design concepts, and develop, test, and validate models. This technical basis can be used to inform and support R&D related to other similar host rocks, and provide an advanced starting point for informing the Site Selection phase and site-specific R&D for developing programs. The technical basis developed from generic URLs can also position a program to have a sufficient knowledge base to allow the use of a site-specific URL to focus more on site characterization and confirmatory and demonstration activities related to a chosen site.

In addition to evaluating FEPs relevant to processes in the engineered barrier system (EBS) and surrounding near-field host rock, generic URLs are also useful for evaluating and improving the utility

---

2 Numerous other relevant tests have been conducted in clays and fractured granite at Mont Terri [6] and Grimsel [7], respectively; and the reader is also referred to [http://www.mont-terri.ch/internet/mont-terri/en/homepage.html](http://www.mont-terri.ch/internet/mont-terri/en/homepage.html) and [http://www.grimsel.com/](http://www.grimsel.com/).
and accuracy of characterization and monitoring methods and technologies. Detailed subsurface information on the properties of overlying formations can be gathered from the access tunnels and shafts, in addition to properties of the host rock itself. These measurements can be compared to measurements obtained using conventional surface characterization methods and aid in the development of new methods, both prior to and after excavation [5]. Generic URLs are also useful for evaluating construction and emplacement techniques, assessing their impact on the geosphere and host rock, and developing techniques to mitigate significant impacts [7, 9].

Site Selection

The site selection process begins with development of fundamental siting criteria for safe geologic disposal and preliminary identification and assessment of host formations likely to meet most of these criteria. Based on this, the process continues with eliciting expressions of interest in possibly hosting a deep geologic repository. Proposed sites associated with interested communities are evaluated (“down-selected”) against technical screening guidelines to identify those sites that are obviously not suitable and those that show potential. If communities with suitable sites want to go forward in the process, the next phase involves preliminary but more detailed site investigations using available characterization and geological data. This process continues in an iterative approach based on increasingly detailed site investigations and interactions, as well as information exchanges with the corresponding community decision makers, interested or affected parties, the general public, and governmental institutions—all referred to herein as stakeholders. The goals of increasingly detailed site investigations and associated stakeholder interactions are to assess the suitability of a site to safely host a deep geologic repository and to convey gathered information to stakeholders in a transparent and ethical fashion, openly addressing any issues or concerns. This iterative process continues until one or more sites are selected as a preferred repository site. This last step generally requires both surface and subsurface investigations, a conceptual repository design, and a preliminary safety assessment before the preferred site(s) can be selected and acceptance by stakeholders granted. This selection will be made by the responsible implementer with the consent of local decision-making stakeholders. At this stage the majority of the RD&D becomes site specific at the host site (see Fig. 2); however, large-scale demonstrations at generic URLs may still be valuable for a number of aspects of the safety case, including demonstrations related to model validation, emplacement, construction, and operations.

Role of URLs in Site Selection

During the Site Selection phase, RD&D is transitioning from generic to site-specific (Fig. 2), with a key goal being to quantify important attributes of each candidate site, in order to be able to confidently evaluate each one against the site-selection criteria. Generic RD&D conducted in generic URLs still remains as a valuable activity to support the Site Selection phase, via evaluation of design, construction, and operating methods, FEPs understanding and model testing/validation activities, and development and proof of in situ testing methods. However, by necessity, a greater emphasis is placed on site-specific RD&D.

URLs constructed during the Site Selection phase would almost certainly be site-specific URLs with the specific purpose of gaining more information about the feasibility of disposal at a given site/medium. Depending on the country and its applicable laws, these site-specific URLs may have the possibility of becoming part of the repository after a final disposal site is chosen, such as in the Finnish [9] and Swiss concepts [8]. As mentioned above, regarding the construction of more than one URL during the Concept Evaluation phase, a similar strategy may be initiated during the Site Selection phase to gain sufficient confidence to choose the final site. This strategy would more likely be initiated after the “down-selection” step in Fig. 2, i.e., after an initial narrowing of candidate sites. Such a stepwise site-selection
process is currently being utilized in most national programs, such as Switzerland [8], Canada [10], Finland [9], and Japan [5].

During the Site Selection phase some of the key uses of URLs comprise (1) in-depth characterization and reduction of uncertainties for the candidate sites and media, including an appropriate quantification of data, model, and scenario uncertainties at the end of each stage, step, or milestone, (2) refinement or optimization of testing, excavation, and operations methodologies for a specific medium and geologic environment, (3) evaluation of EBS design concepts most suitable for the candidate sites/media, (4) development, refinement, and testing of safety assessment and process-level models for each candidate medium, (5) continuity of the training base and knowledge base for underground disposal, and (6) building of confidence with stakeholders (public, local communities, regulators, scientific community, other interested parties) in the safety of geologic disposal in general and for particular site, as well as confidence in the implementor to manage a large project (i.e., the URL as a prelude to the actual repository) in a safe, ethical, and transparent fashion.

**Repository Development**

The Repository Development phase includes four major steps: (1) development and submittal of the safety case/license application for repository construction, (2) construction and monitoring, (3) operations (including the application for an operating license) and monitoring, and (4) closure of the repository. As indicated in Fig. 2, the major categories of RD&D activities (site characterization, design, and safety assessment) continue in varying degrees throughout the first three of these phases.

**Safety Case/License Application**

The repository implementer submits a license application for repository construction when the safety case demonstrates the safety of the geologic repository with a level of confidence that is acceptable by stakeholders. The safety case will be comprised of a very large body of documentation [11] containing the entire collection of evidence, analyses, and other qualitative and quantitative arguments developed up to this point in the repository development program, starting with site selection. The license application draws from the safety case to specifically present focused arguments for why the repository complies with regulatory criteria, requirements, and standards. The safety case and license application is submitted to the regulators and evaluated during this licensing phase.

Some of the more important elements of the safety case to be documented are shown in Fig. 3. In situ research in URLs will play a key role in almost all of these elements of the safety case. The few elements where URL research will have less of an impact are those that are “grayed-out” in Fig. 3; however, even for many of those grayed-out elements, such as the technical basis for aquifers and other geologic units, URL research can provide valuable information. Much of the technical aspect of URL research (i.e., data gathering and process testing) is related to the behavior of post-closure FEPs, of which there are three main categories, as indicated in Fig. 3: those related to the waste and engineered barriers, those related to the natural system barrier, and those related to the biosphere [12].

The licensing phase involves significant iteration and feedback between site characterization, repository design, and safety evaluation until high confidence in safety is achieved by the implementor and stakeholders. These three major processes (Fig. 2), which are the basis of R&D prioritization for both surface and subsurface investigations, encompass and support most of the elements of the safety case shown in Fig. 3. The major goals of site characterization are to collect sufficient site-specific data to support: (1) integrated and confident descriptions of the site geology, hydrogeology, geochemistry, and geomechanical conditions, (2) design of the repository, (3) modeling and analysis of FEPs, (4) characterization and reduction of uncertainties in important data and FEPs, and (5) safety assessments.
The primary goal of repository design is to design a repository system that when coupled with the geologic system meets containment, isolation, and other requirements. The primary goal of safety evaluation, which includes both pre-closure safety analysis and post-closure safety assessment, is to develop quantitative estimates of potential radiological impacts, as well as an evaluation of the system’s robustness and its ability to meet safety requirements. Other goals of safety evaluations are to inform the site-characterization program of data necessary to reduce uncertainties in system performance estimates and to provide feedback to the design program on potential improvements to reduce safety risks during both the pre- and post-closure operating periods.

The iterative nature of this license-application phase results from the requirement that the engineered system and the geosphere together must meet system performance requirements. The mutual effect and combined behavior of the engineered repository system the and natural barrier system is quantified by the safety assessment and associated sensitivity analyses, which indicate the key parameters, processes, and features (and associated uncertainties) that have the most effect on the combined behavior. This quantified sensitivity then leads to the next phase of RD&D targeted to reduce the most important uncertainties related to repository design behavior and those related to natural system processes.

The Role of URLs in Safety Case/License Application Development and Submittal

Once a site has been selected and work on the detailed license application for construction has begun, a decision should be made as to the value of a site-specific URL located either near the actual repository...
site or as part of the repository itself (e.g., [8] and [9]). If a site-specific URL had not already been constructed on the chosen repository site, either for fiscal reasons and/or because surface data at the site and surrogate data from other URLs was deemed sufficient for siting, then a new decision regarding the value of URL for the site-specific safety case should be undertaken. Of course, such a site-specific URL may be mandated by national regulation or stakeholder considerations, but in lieu of these factors, a set of technical decision criteria should be developed based on enhanced confidence for key elements of the safety case (Fig. 3), as well as other criteria such as overall URL development and operating costs and needed technical maturity (technology readiness levels—see discussion below) of various disposal technologies [11]. Part of the consideration in whether to develop a site-specific URL or not must involve a discussion on degree of transferability of knowledge, data, and methods [3] from other nonlocal URLs to the safety case for the local site.

The benefits of a site-specific URL are many but the degree to which it is necessary must be decided upon based on criteria similar to those discussed above. However, based on workshop presentations and current international work [1], it is clear that most programs will develop a site-specific URL. Some of the tangible benefits during the construction licensing phase include (1) development and refinement of site- and media-specific excavation, construction, monitoring, and waste and EBS component emplacement techniques/methodologies, (2) development of a QA program transferable to the repository construction phase, (3) testing and validation of FEPs and PA models, (4) confidence-building with stakeholders, and (5) education and training of technical staff. One of the benefits of a site-specific URL located as part of or very near a chosen site is the opportunity to confirm or refine specific model parameterization data obtained from laboratory and/or surface measurements and to reduce uncertainties in such data. Another important benefit from the in situ site-specific URL research, which is generally not available from laboratory measurements, is to develop detailed knowledge of the disturbed rock zone (DRZ) surrounding the excavations. This knowledge should include both excavation and thermal perturbation effects, with the latter obtained from in situ heater tests. Because the DRZ can affect some of the safety functions of the natural barrier system, such as “containment” and “limited or delayed releases” [13, 14], this is an important function of the site-specific URL [15].

Construction and Monitoring

If a construction authorization license is granted, work on repository surface and subsurface facilities begins. This work may be implemented in stages or entire facilities may be constructed prior to waste receipt and emplacement. Details of surface and subsurface facilities construction and the pros and cons associated with phased or complete construction are beyond the scope of this paper and will not be discussed further. Furthermore, the discussion here focuses on the subsurface facility. The goals of subsurface facility construction are to excavate the access tunnels, access shafts, and ventilation shafts; mine the required waste handling areas, access and disposal drifts in the host rock; and install electrical, safety, and ventilation systems. Prior to repository construction, the initial baseline conditions (hydrogeological, geochemical, thermal, mechanical, and biological) of the host rock and geosphere should have been established by site characterization during the licensing phase. An important difference between conventional underground construction for mineral extraction versus that for geological repositories is that repository construction should be conducted in a manner that minimizes adverse impacts to the baseline conditions and geologic barrier.

The Roles of URLs in Construction and Monitoring

During the construction phase, the role of site-specific URL is likely to become more confirmatory than investigative. In other words, the regulator and stakeholders have already been convinced that enough knowledge has been assembled to feel confident that the site will be safe disposal location. However, all programs require monitoring to confirm the original conclusion of safe disposal. Furthermore, the URL
can serve as a laboratory or testing facility for refinement of excavation, construction, operation, handling, and emplacement methods and machinery prior to their use on a large-scale or production-scale in the actual repository. For example, testing of excavation techniques has proven to be quite important in ONKALO URL in Finland [9]. The URL may also continue to serve as an education and public-relations facility over the potentially very long period of waste emplacement. Another important use during this period (but which may have been required by regulations during the licensing phase) is the development and testing of retrieval methods and machines, since some type of retrievability or reversibility is usually required by national regulations [16].

Operations and Monitoring

Prior to beginning repository operations the implementer must be granted a license to receive and emplace waste. Waste and EBS emplacement operations are then carried out consistent with the repository construction plan. The emplacement phase, from the time of initial emplacement to final waste emplacement and repository closure, can last several decades and be a function of several variables including the volume of inventory to be disposed, the rate at which waste is received, the rate of waste and EBS emplacement, and the rate of construction. During the operational phase, construction of the underground facility may be ongoing and backfilling and sealing may begin in those drifts that have been filled with waste to capacity. The operational phase ends when all waste and EBS emplacement has been completed and the monitoring period is completed.

The Roles of URLs in Operations and Monitoring

The role of URLs during the operations (waste-emplacement) phase is again mostly confirmatory, as with the construction phase, and will involve additional long-term monitoring of in situ conditions, and could involve long-term experimentation (decades-long) of the effect of in situ conditions and heating on EBS components. Some sort of adverse result could potentially require retrieval of already emplaced waste. It could also involve improvement or refinement of emplacement techniques if unexpected underground conditions are encountered during excavation of repository emplacement drifts.

Closure

Prior to closure the implementer must be granted a license to close and decommission the facility. This license could require an updated safety case and a Closure Implementation Plan. Closure of the subsurface repository involves backfilling and sealing of disposal drifts, handling areas, access tunnels and shafts. The updated safety case would include new information and understanding of the repository and geosphere system gained during construction and operation periods.

The Roles of URLs in Closure

Site-specific RD&D in URLs could be very important for the closure phase through investigations related to effective sealing of the repository. Such investigations would have to be initiated during the construction and/or operations phases, which would allow them to be concluded in time for the commencement of repository closure. The closure step as shown in Fig. 2 may not be a specific event (i.e., permanent closure of the underground and dismantling of all surface facilities) but may also encompass the period of waste emplacement is concluded but during which the waste must remain retrievable, for example, as mandated in the French program for 100 years [17]. During this long “reversibility” period, the URL may be used to refine existing monitoring techniques.
ROLE OF URLS IN TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Based on past experiences, a long-term maturation process is necessary for any new technology in a large one-of-a-kind project, such as high-level nuclear waste disposal. Completion of key milestones in a repository development program will be associated with a certain degree of technical maturity for important characterization, design, operations, modeling, and measurement technologies. To provide a quantitative assessment for the maturity of a given system, component, or methodology relative to its full-scale deployment, a technology readiness level (TRL) process can be employed based on processes developed and used by the Department of Defense (DoD) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) [18, 19, 20]. TRLs provide an assessment of the maturity of a particular technology and a consistent comparison of maturity between different types of technologies, which allows for the quantification of the uncertainty and risk associated with various technologies. TRLs for nuclear fuel cycle technologies, such as reactors, are based on a standard 1 to 9 scale, and have been developed previously in relation to the nuclear fuel cycle [19]. TABLE II provides example definitions of typical TRLs [21]. The levels and descriptions given in TABLE II are readily adaptable to nuclear waste disposal technologies. By associating TRL values with given repository development milestones, the readiness of a program to enter its next phase can be quantified—see workshop outcomes below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Level of Technology Development</th>
<th>Technology Readiness Level</th>
<th>TRL Definition</th>
<th>Abbreviated Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System Operations</td>
<td>TRL 9</td>
<td>Actual system operated over the full range of expected conditions.</td>
<td>The technology is in its final form and operated under the full range of operating conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Commissioning</td>
<td>TRL 8</td>
<td>Actual system completed and qualified through test and demonstration.</td>
<td>The technology has been proven to work in its final form and under expected conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRL 7</td>
<td>Full-scale, similar (prototypical) system demonstrated in relevant environment</td>
<td>This represents a major step up from TRL 6, requiring demonstration of an actual system prototype in a relevant environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Demonstration</td>
<td>TRL 6</td>
<td>Engineering/pilot-scale, similar (prototypical) system validation in relevant environment</td>
<td>Engineering-scale models or prototypes are tested in a relevant environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRL 5</td>
<td>Laboratory scale, similar system validation in relevant environment</td>
<td>The basic technological components are integrated so that the system configuration is similar to (matches) the final application in almost all respects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Development</td>
<td>TRL 4</td>
<td>Component and/or system validation in laboratory environment</td>
<td>The basic technological components are integrated to establish that the pieces will work together.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research to Prove Feasibility</td>
<td>TRL 3</td>
<td>Analytical and experimental critical function and/or characteristic proof of concept</td>
<td>Active research and development (R&amp;D) is initiated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRL 2</td>
<td>Technology concept and/or application formulated</td>
<td>Once basic principles are observed, practical applications can be invented. Applications are speculative, and there may be no proof or detailed analysis to support the assumptions. Examples are still limited to analytic studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Technology Research</td>
<td>TRL 1</td>
<td>Basic principles observed and reported</td>
<td>This is the lowest level of technology readiness. Scientific research begins to be translated into applied R&amp;D.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As mentioned by Price et al. [21], TRLs are typically assigned to individual technologies, however, a TRL may also be assigned to an entire system or activity composed of various technologies, such as the entire waste disposal system or portions thereof. A key observation from the URF workshop is the important role played by both generic and site-specific RD&D conducted in past and current URLs for maturing various waste disposal technologies such as EBS design and operation, waste package buffer design, waste emplacement technologies, and underground excavation and construction techniques. This has served to advance the TRL for waste disposal systems to a level high enough to warrant submittal of a license application for construction to the regulatory authorities in several countries, e.g., Finland [22], Sweden [23], and the United States [24].

**WORKSHOP GOALS AND OUTCOMES**

During the course of the three-day workshop, focus sessions comprised of all participants were held to generate ideas for each of the five workshop goals, based on the in-depth URL experiences of the assembled participants. These discussions generated useful outcomes for each goal, described below, which can help guide future uses and planning for both generic and site-specific URLs.

**Goal #1:** Develop a better understanding of the role of URLs to support the phased development of the safety case for a geological disposal facility for HLW/SNF.

This goal applies to all phases of the repository development/RD&D timeline shown in Fig. 2 but is particularly important to the first indicated step of the Repository Development phase—the development and submittal of a safety case for licensing construction. Several important observations were noted by workshop participants as regards the importance and role of URLs with respect to safety case development:

a) A very long-term (decades) perspective should be adopted for the uses of both generic and site-specific URLs. The final, “as-built” safety case differs from the preliminary safety case in the amount and type of required information, which will be reflected in the type and complexity of testing supported by URLs in each repository phase. This should be incorporated into the initial planning of URLs, recognizing that their role and usage will evolve over a multi-decade period, but their usefulness will not generally diminish. Appropriate milestones should be built into both the repository development program and the associated URL studies to reflect the required maturity of R&D at the end of a particular phase or milestone. This could be quantified by associating specific and increasing TRL values with each of the milestones. It is recommended that an example milestone schedule be formulated showing TRL values and associated example technologies for a generic repository development program.

b) A comprehensive knowledge retention program is important on both a national and an international basis. For example, in Canada many of the technical lessons learned from the AECL Whiteshell URL have been lost in the organizational transition from AECL to NWMO, due to a break in organizational continuity [15]. One of the main purposes of URLs is to ensure a vehicle for transferring knowledge and experience between generations of scientists and engineers in a multi-decade repository program. This is important not only from a technical standpoint but also from a confidence-enhancement and integrity perspective with the public and other stakeholders. It is recommended that a cooperative international effort be initiated to develop an easily accessible URL knowledge base that is populated with currently available data from existing and/or closed URLs.

c) Stakeholder input and involvement is important for both URL siting and operation. This includes the general public, the regulator, and technical advisors (such as universities). Outreach and knowledge centers built at URLs (whether generic or site-specific) increase transparency, confidence, and national participation in solving the nuclear waste disposal problem. It is recommended that
successful examples of stakeholder participation from several national programs be assembled into a summary training document.

**Goal #2:** Develop a better understanding of the link between R&D conducted in URLs and the overall science and technology programme.

This goal is again important to all phases of a repository program and requires an understanding of the economics involved in constructing and operating both generic and site-specific URLs [4]. During the Concept Development and Site Selection phases (Fig. 2), this issue should help guide the decision of whether or not to build a generic URL. After site selection, this issue combined with budgetary constraints, should determine the allocation of resources between \textit{in situ} R&D and surface-based R&D. Fig. 3 identifies \textit{in situ} R&D activities supported by URLs in the context of R&D for the overall science and technology program supporting the safety case. Two important observations were noted by workshop participants regarding the relationship between these R&D activities in URLs versus R&D activities conducted at the surface (e.g., laboratory investigations):

a) Several URL programs, e.g., AECL’s Whiteshell [15] and Nagra’s Grimsel [8], have found that laboratory measurements of certain parameters and processes may result in parameter values that are not representative of repository conditions. For example, due to mechanical stress relief and the resulting increases in porosity, laboratory core measurements may incorrectly estimate \textit{in situ} diffusive transport coefficients in crystalline rock. It is recommended that training documentation include known examples where lab-derived parameters differ from \textit{in situ} estimations.

b) Retrievability, which is a licensing requirement in most national programs (e.g., [17]), is an issue that still remains to be demonstrated. Given that a URL is probably the only venue for confident demonstration, a program must either use its own site-specific URL (preferable) or must arrange with another program (in a similar host rock) to design and conduct a demonstration.

**Goal #3:** Develop a better understanding of how existing and new information from closed and operating generic and site-specific URLs can support program R&D needs.

Again, this goal is important throughout the timeline of repository development (Fig. 2). Some of the related issues are whether a site-specific URL is always necessary for a repository program, or can a program’s R&D needs be satisfied with information from URLs in other countries. This is strongly related to the stage of the repository program, which requires more site-specific information as it progresses towards a license for construction. The question then becomes how much technical information is necessary from a purpose-built URL at the repository site in order to support both the technical and non-technical aspects of a safety case (Fig. 3). Workshop participants made the following observation in this regard:

a) Transferability of information [3] is the key concept here and some metric(s) should be proposed to help determine the degree of transferability from generic or site-specific URLs in one repository program to other repository programs. Mining and operational techniques will have different metrics for transferability than FEPS, modeling, and safety assessment information. The former may be transferable among different media and concepts but the latter perhaps only transferable if the medium (e.g., clay, granite, salt) is sufficiently similar for the different programs. For transferability with respect to FEPS and modeling for a given medium, the key point may be transference of modeling tools and methodologies among national programs. It is recommended the transferecence criteria be outlined and incorporated into the early stages of a repository program, which is facilitated by a robust international cooperation effort. In addition, any newly built generic URLs that are
envisioned to include a significant international collaboration aspect should consider transference criteria at the beginning of their R&D planning.

Goal #4: Gain a better understanding of how to develop a plan for incorporating a URL and/or URL studies into a disposal program.

The role of URLs has been described above at a high level in the context of an overall repository development or disposal program. The first step in developing a plan for incorporating a URL into a program would be to take a similar but more detailed approach as outlined above that would include developing an overall program schedule, identifying specific near-term and long-term objectives to be achieved, and including milestones in the schedule that correspond to achieving these objectives. Cost estimates for completing the different milestones would also need to be made to have an understanding of potential future costs and to adjust expectations if needed. An early working draft of such a plan should be developed during an early phase of repository development such as the Concept Evaluation phase and/or the Site Selection phase because significant technical, economic, and political planning is required prior to actual initiation of a URL, whether generic or site-specific—as discussed above in Outcome 1(a). Workshop participants made the following observations in this regard:

a) A generic or site-specific URL can serve as both a research and an operational “playground” [7] that produces important lessons for repository construction and operation. Examples derive from the Finnish program at the ongoing ONKALO URL [9] and the Canadian program at the closed AECL URL [15]. These programs found that early mining techniques needed improvement to produce both consistent excavation speeds and consistent development of the EDZ. Also, mining contractors needed training for repository mining, which has different requirements than mineral extraction. A bonus should be placed on quality rather than quantity of excavations. Thus, the URL can serve as a training or test facility for mining optimization in the actual repository but only if continuity and retention is maintained in a robust institutional memory program.

b) When planning for a site-specific URL, an important consideration is whether it might eventually become part of the same underground tunnel system as the eventual waste repository (i.e., co-location). This has several important implications: (1) Regulatory requirements for the repository may impose greater operational and documentation constraints that result in higher URL costs and reduced timeliness and amount of in situ experimentation, (2) a potential accident in either the URL or in the operating repository (during emplacement) may have an adverse effect (e.g., the recent WIPP accident has shut down in situ physics experiments), (3) the URL funding profile may be affected by the repository funding profile, if there is a limited funding stream, (4) costs for construction and access infrastructure will be optimized when the URL and repository are co-located, (5) success (or vice-versa, problems and accidents) with the URL can raise/lower public acceptance of the co-located repository, and (6) transferability of information about processes and parameters is generally enhanced through co-location.

c) Hidden benefits of a URL are sometimes not considered in the planning and budget profile. These are the economic benefits related to building safety confidence, which are more difficult to quantify in dollars than immediate costs related to operations and capital expenditures, but can result in much higher actual expenditures later in the repository development and licensing process. These benefits include reduction of uncertainties and enhancement of confidence in safety assessments, attained through the unique modeling, testing, and operational work conducted in URLs. These “intangible” benefits might be measured by assigning a dollar value to increased TRLs for various elements of the safety case, including both technical elements and non-technical elements.

Goal #5: Gain a better understanding of the role a generic salt URL would play in international disposal programmes and its potential benefits.
Salt repository investigations have been ongoing for decades [25, 26], particularly related to the US WIPP repository for disposal of transuranic wastes in bedded salt [27] and the proposed Gorleben salt-dome repository for disposal of high-level waste [28, 29]. Thus, although this workshop goal is applicable to all phases of the repository development timeline (Fig. 2), it has significant input from mature R&D studies that have been carried out in the license application development and submittal phase. Despite the significant degree of available past information from in situ R&D studies in salt, the workshop participants made the following observations:

a) There are definable benefits for establishing a generic salt URL, including (1) investigating heat dissipation for large waste packages—those containing a significant heat load, such as dual-purpose canisters (DPCs) in the US program, (2) retrievability of waste packages in salt, including the issue of vertical movement (which appears to not follow currently available constitutive laws), (3) how neutron absorption is improved by salt (i.e., criticality control), (4) the effect of brine movement in the EDZ and its potential impact on gas generation, (5) hoisting and handling of large waste containers, (6) full-scale demonstrations of shaft sealing technology, and (7) maintaining long-term technical competence in salt repository research and operations. Model validation in salt media would also clearly benefit from full-scale in situ experimentation [29].

b) It is more likely that an HLW repository must first be sited in salt media before a new salt URL will be funded by a national program. The best opportunity for a generic salt URL is probably WIPP, after it is reopened.

c) The similarity of potential salt host rock at various locations throughout the world should lead to a higher degree of transferability for salt as compared to other media, which implies a greater benefit for establishing a generic salt URL in a willing host country.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Underground Research Laboratories (URLs) to develop and demonstrate technologies for the safe geological disposal of radioactive wastes have already been established for national purposes by several Member States of the IAEA. Under the auspices of the IAEA, nationally developed URLs and associated research institutions are being offered for use by other nations. These facilities form an Underground Research Facilities (URF) Network for training in and demonstration of waste disposal technologies and the sharing of knowledge and experience related to geologic repository development, research, and engineering. Experience gained in the operation of the facilities, and through associated experimentation and demonstrations, is being transferred to participating Member States through hands-on work in these world-class facilities. In order to achieve its objectives, the URF Network regularly sponsors workshops and training events related to the knowledge base that is transferable between existing URL programs and to nations with an interest in developing a new URL. Toward that end, a three-day workshop was held in Albuquerque, New Mexico in October 2014 to identify and compare the understanding of URF Network members on the place and role of a generic or site-specific URL in the overall, iterative geological disposal development process, including repository siting, design, and post-closure safety assessment. Attention was also given to the need for URLs in salt host rock, since there is currently no such facility in operation in the world.

This paper has described some of the outcomes of the workshop, which are related to the link between the general timeline for repository development and the evolving role of research, development, and demonstration (RD&D) activities in URLs. The general progression of repository RD&D is similar to the role of URLs, and tends to evolve from generic RD&D to site-specific RD&D as the site-selection process matures and the safety case is prepared. Of particular interest is the relationship between technology maturity, as measured by technology readiness level (TRL), and the stages or milestones in
the repository development timeline. The long history of RD&D in worldwide URLs (> 40 years) can be argued to be the primary reason that nuclear waste disposal technology is currently at a high level of maturity. A number of outcomes and recommendations were developed based on discussions between experts at the workshop, many of whom have decades of URL experience.

One of the key recommendations from the workshop was that an international, easily accessible knowledge base should soon be established to avoid the loss of important experiences and information obtained from existing and closed URLs. It was also recognized that a new generic URL in salt host rock would provide a number of benefits but might not be established until a national program specifically decides to site its repository in salt.
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